Dispensing Needles / Syringe Tips Assorted 30 Pack

Product Highlights

30 industrial dispensing tips
Includes both conical plastic and straight stainless steel tips
Excellent for dot dispensing and line dispensing of flux, solder paste, and other fluids
Fits most standard syringes, including 5cc, 10cc, and 30cc
Fits all Chip Quik® flux and solder paste syringes:
→ Search Chip Quik® base part numbers: SMD291, SMD4300, and SMDLTLFP

Specifications

1/2" length

Sizes (Gauge) - Qty - Color:

Straight Stainless Steel Tips*:  
16g - 2 pcs - Black  
18g - 2 pcs - Green  
19g - 2 pcs - Brown  
20g - 2 pcs - Pink  
22g - 2 pcs - Blue  
23g - 2 pcs - Orange  
25g - 2 pcs - Red  
26g - 2 pcs - Black  
27g - 2 pcs - White

Conical Plastic Tips*:  
14g - 2 pcs - Dark Green  
16g - 2 pcs - Grey  
18g - 2 pcs - Green  
20g - 2 pcs - Pink  
22g - 2 pcs - Blue  
25g - 2 pcs - Red

*Please note: plastic color of each size tip may differ from table/image. Arrange tips in order of size (largest to smallest opening) to determine individual tip gauge and select the appropriate tip for your application.